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Abstract 

We present a scalable and accurate method for classifying program traces to detect system 

intrusion attempts.  By employing inter-element dependency models to overcome the 

independence violation problem inherent in the Naïve Bayes learners, our method yields 

intrusion detectors with better accuracy. For efficient counting of n-gram features without 

losing accuracy, we use a k-truncated generalized suffix tree (k-TGST) for storing n-gram 

features. The k-TGST storage mechanism enables to scale up the classifiers, which cannot be 

easily achieved by SVM (Support Vector Machine) based methods that require implausible 

computing power and resources for accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining algorithms have been widely used for classifying program traces (i.e., 

sequences of system calls or sequences of network packets) in intrusion detection tasks[1,2]. 

For example, in host-based intrusion detection task, a program trace is defined as a sequence 

of system calls that the program invokes during its execution, whereas in network-based 

intrusion detection task, a program trace can be defined as a sequence of network packets that 

the program transmits during its execution.  As a preprocessing step for data mining 

algorithms on intrusion detection tasks, the n-gram (n consecutive system calls in a trace) 

approach [3] has been widely used for featurization of system call sequences[4-7].  

However, those n-gram approaches suffer from three critical problems when applied to 

intrusion detection tasks. 

1. Curse of Dimensionality: Since the number of distinct system calls are usually 

as many as about 200, the number of distinct n-gram features increases drastically 

as n increases. For example, the number of distinct SunOS system calls is 183 and 

if a 20-gram approach is used, then the number of 20-gram features will be 183
20

, 

which is impractical for real world applications. The data mining algorithms that 
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have non-linear space complexity (such as Support Vector Machines (SVM)[8,9]) 

severely suffer from this problem.   

2. Overlap of Features: When n-gram features are generated from an original trace 

using a fixed-length sliding window, one system call in the trace can be 

considered as many as $n$ times in the worse case in the resulting n-gram 

features [10,11].  

3. Violation of Independence Assumption: If the resulting intrusion detectors rely 

on the statistical independence assumption among features (e.g., Naive Bayes), 

the above-mentioned way of generating overlapped features systematically breaks 

the assumption.  

Against these backgrounds, we applied inter-element dependency models [12,10] of n-

gram features to intrusion detection tasks and compared their performance with those widely 

used data mining algorithms such as Naive Bayes with n-gram features and those of SVM 

with n-gram features.  To overcome the curse of dimensionality problem, we adapted the k-

truncated generalized suffix tree storage mechanism [13,14] to index system call traces and to 

generate counts for each n-gram in an efficient way. Since the features with more order 

information (i.e., longer n-gram features) from an appropriate amount of input data sets 

usually contribute more to classification, it is important for an intrusion detection algorithm to 

be scalable with the length of n-grams. 
 

2. Method 

First of all, we introduce Naive Bayes with n-gram features (NB n-gram), Inter-

Dependency Models of n-Grams (IM(n)), and SVM with n-gram features (SVM n-gram).  

After that, we explain suffix tree mechanism which is used to store n-gram features.  

Before we describe each method, we formally define the intrusion detection problem as 

follows: Let                   be a set of system calls where       is the number of 

system calls.  Data set D can be defined as a set of labeled sequences (i.e., program traces) 

             
            where                  is an input sequence and   is a 

corresponding class label denoting 0 for “normal” label and 1 for “intrusion” label.  Given the 

data set D, the goal of a learning algorithm is to find an intrusion detector            that 

maximizes given criteria such as accuracy, F-1 measure, detection rate, false positive rate, etc.   

If a probabilistic model is applied for the intrusion detector h (e.g., Naive Bayes), then the 

probabilistic model   specifies for a sequence Z the probability                      as 

follows: 

1. For each class   , estimate the probabilities        using all the sequences Z 

coupled with   . 

2. For a new sequence Z, assign the class c such that 

                                            

 

2.1. Inter-Dependency Models of n-Grams (IM(n)) 

To overcome the previously mentioned problem, we applied Inter-Dependency Models of 

n-Grams [12,10] for scalable n-gram based intrusion detection. The applied method tried to 

explicitly model the dependencies among the elements inside an n-gram feature generated 

from a sequence.  
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Figure 1 shows the model that describes dependencies among six consecutive elements in a 

sequence. 

 

 

(a) IM(1)=Naive Bayes 

 

(b) IM(2) depicts a dependency between an element and its direct successor  

 

(c) IM(3) depicts dependencies among an element, its 1
st

 successor, and its 2
nd

 successor 

 

(d) IM(4) depicts dependencies among an element and its three closest successors  

Figure 1. Graphical Models that Incorporate the Dependencies among the Six 
Consecutive Elements in a Sequence 

Following the Junction Tree Theorem [15], the probabilistic model for IM(n) is as follows: 

 

                    
                           

     
 

                           
     
 

                     (1) 

 

From Fig. 1 and Equation 1, it can be seen that the probabilistic graphical model of IM(n) 

is a Markov Network where the probabilistic distribution is obtained by dividing the product 

of the marginals of the maximal cliques (maximally connected subgraphs) in the graph by the 

product of the marginals of the separators (overlaps among cliques).  

Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code of the intrusion detection algorithm using inter-

dependency model. 
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IntrusionDetector(S): 

begin 

1. Input : sequence data set                 and inter-dependency model α as a 

probabilistic model. 

2. Learning : For each class   , estimate probabilities                     of 

      based on D that comprises the intrusion detector h. 

3. Testing : For a novel sequence                 , predict the classification       

as follows:  

                     
                          

end. 

Figure 2. Intrusion Detection Algorithm with Inter-dependency Model 

 

2.2. k-Truncated Suffix Tree 

A suffix tree is a data structure to index a string[13]. When the length of a string is $l$, 

then it takes O(l) time[16] to build a suffix tree for the string.  Once a suffix tree is generated, 

then it takes O(m) time to find a pattern string with length m. Also, with edge-label 

compression, it only needs O(l) space for a suffix tree. 

In practice, to store multiple strings, a generalized suffix tree is used. A generalized suffix 

tree is a storage that contains all suffixes of a set of strings[13]. 

Even with the suffix tree storage, it still takes a lot of memory to save the entire traces of 

system calls. However, in our application, it is not necessary to store a whole trace into a 

suffix tree. Instead, we store n-gram features into the generalized suffix tree, which are of 

interest for generating intrusion detectors. 

 

3. Conclusion 
 

We discussed an application of inter-element dependency models to n-grams stored in a k-

truncated generalized suffix tree (k-TGST) directly to classify intrusive sequences. We 

evaluated the performance of our method with those of Naive Bayes and Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) with n-gram features by the experiments on intrusion detection benchmark 

data sets. 

For scalable and efficient counting of n-gram features, we use the k-truncated generalized 

suffix tree mechanism for storing n-gram features. With this mechanism, we tested the 

performance of the classifiers up to 20-gram in our experiment, which illustrates the 

scalability and accuracy of n-gram augmented Naive Bayes with the k-truncated generalized 

suffix tree storage mechanism. 
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